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Tattooing and piercing have an almost magnetic appeal to many teens. While they may be seen as adornment 
by adolescents, they can become a battleground with adults. A psychiatrist examines the motivation and func
tion of body sculpting by contemporary adolescents . 

The skeleton dimensions I shall now proceed to set down are 
copied verbatim from my right arm, where I had them tattooed: 
as in my wild wanderings at that period, there was no other se
cure way of preserving such valuable statistics. 

-Melville/ Moby Dick 

Tattoos and piercing have become a part of our everyday 
landscape. They are ubiquitous, having entered the circles 
of glamour and the mainstream of fashion, and they have 
even become an increasingly common feature of our urban 
youth. Legislation in most states restricts professional tat
tooing to adults older than 18 years of age, so "high end" 
tattooing is rare in children and adolescents, but such tat
toos are occasionally seen in older teenagers. Piercings, by 
comparison, as well as self-made or "jailhouse" type tat
toos, are not at all rare among adolescents or even among 
school-age children. Like hairdo, makeup, or baggy jeans, 
tattoos and piercings can be subject to fad influence or 
peer pressure in an effort toward group affiliation. As with 
any other fashion statement, they can be construed as bod
ily aids in the inner struggle toward identity consolida
tion, serving as adjuncts to the defining and sculpting of 
the self by means of external manipulations. But unlike 
most other body decorations, tattoos and piercings are set 
apart by their irreversible and permanent nature, a quality 
at the core of their magnetic appeal to adolescents. 

Adolescents and their parents are often at odds over the 
acquisition of bodily decorations. For the adolescent, pierc
ing or tattoos may be seen as personal and beautifying 
statements, while parents may construe them as opposi
tional and enraging affronts to their authority. Distinguish
ing bodily adornment from self-mutilation may indeed 
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prove challenging, particularly when a family is in dis
agreement over a teenager 's motivations and a clinician is 
summoned as the final arbiter. At such times it may be 
most important to realize jointly that the skin can all too 
readily become but another battleground for the tensions 
of the age, arguments having less to do with tattoos and 
piercings than with core issues such as separation from the 
family matrix. Exploring the motivations and significance 
belying tattoos (Grumet, 1983) and piercings can go a long 
way toward resolving such differences and can become a 
novel and additional way of getting to know teenagers. An 
interested and nonjudgmental appreciation of teenagers' 
surface presentations may become a way of making con
tact not only in their terms but on their turfs: quite literally 
on the territory of their skins. 

The following three sections exemplify some of the com
plex psychological underpinnings of youth tattooing. 

I d e ntity a n d  th e Ad o l esce nt's Body 

Tattoos and piercing can offer a concrete and readily avail
able solution for many of the identity crises and conflicts 
normative to adolescent development. In using such deco
rations, and by marking out their bodily territories, ado
lescents can support their efforts at autonomy, privacy, 
and insulation. Seeking individuation, tattooed adoles
cents can become unambiguously demarcated from others 
and singled out as unique. The intense and often disturb
ing reactions that are mobilized in viewers can help to ef
fectively keep them at bay, becoming tantamount to the 
proverbial "Keep Out" sign hanging from a teenager 's door. 

Alternatively, feeling prey to a rapidly evolving body over 
which they have no say, self-made and openly visible dec
orations may restore adolescents' sense of normalcy and 
controL a way of turning a passive experience into an ac-
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Art by Jared B., Valley Middle School, Grand Forks, ND. 
Used with permission. 

tive identity. By indelibly marking their bodies, adoles
cents can strive to reclaim their bearings within an envi
ronment experienced as alien, estranged, or suffocating or 
to lay claim over their evolving and increasingly unrecog
nizable bodies. In either case, the net outcome can be a res
olution to unwelcome impositions: external, familial, or 
societal in one case; internal and hormonal in the other. In 
the words of a 16-year-old girl with several facial pierc
ings, and who could have been referring to her body just 
as well as to the position within her family: "If I don't fit 
in, it is because I say so." 

I n corpo rati o n  a n d  Own e rs h i p  

Imagery of a religious, deathly, or skeletal nature, the like
nesses of fierce animals or imagined creatures, and the 
simple inscription of names are some of the time-tested fa
vorite contents for tattoos. In all instances, marks become 
not only memorials or recipients for dearly held persons or 
concepts: they strive for incorporation, with images and 
abstract symbols gaining substance on becoming a perma
nent part of the individual's skin. Thickly embedded in 
personally meaningful representations and object rela
tions, tattoos can become not only the ongoing memento 
of a relationship, but at times even the only evidence that 
there ever was such a bond. They can quite literally be
come the relationship itself. The turbulence and impulsiv
ity of early attachments and infatuations may become 
grounded, effectively bridging oblivion through the visi
ble reality to tattoos. 
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Case Vignette: "A," a 13-year-old boy, proudly showed me 
his tattooed deltoid. The coarsely depicted toll of the dice 
marked the day and month of his birth. Rather disap
pointed, he then uncovered an immaculate back, going on 
to draw for me the great "piece" he envisioned for it. A 
menacing figure held a hand of cards: two aces, two eights, 
and a card with two sets of dates. "A:s" father had be
longed to Dead Man's Hand, a motorcycle gang named af
ter the set of cards (aces and eights) that the legendary 
Wild Bill Hickock had held in the 1890s when shot dead 
over a poker table in Deadwood, South Dakota. "A" had 
only the vaguest memory of and sketchiest information 
about his father, but he knew he had died in a motorcycle 
accident: The fifth card marked the dates of his birth and 
death. 

The case vignette also serves to illustrate how tattoos are 
often the culmination of a long process of imagination, 
fantasy, and planning that can start at an early age. Lim
ited markings, or relatively reversible ones such as pierc
ings, can at a later time scaffold toward the more radical 
commitment of a permanent tattoo. 

The Q u est fo r Pe rma n e n ce 

The popularity of the anchor as a tattoo motif may histor
ically have had to do less with guild identification among 
sailors than with an intense longing for rootedness and 
stability. In a similar vein, the recent increase in the popu
larity and acceptance of tattoos may be understood as an 
antidote or counterpoint to our urban and nomadic 
lifestyles .  Within an increasingly mobile society, in which 
relationships are so often transient-as attested by the fre
quencies of divorce, abandonment, foster placement, and 
repeated moves, for example--tattoos can be a readily 
available source of grounding. Tattoos, unlike many rela
tionships, can promise permanence and stability. A sense 
of constancy can be derived from unchanging marks that 
can be carried along no matter what the physical, tempo
ral, or geographical vicissitudes at hand. Tattoos stay, 
while all else may change. 

Case Vignette: A proud father at 17, "B" had had the smil
ing face of his 4-month-old baby girl tattooed on his chest. 
As we talked at a tattoo convention, he proudly intro
duced her to me, explaining how he would "always know 
how beautiful she is today" when years from then he saw 
her semblance etched on himself. 

The quest for permanence may at other times prove mis
leading and offer premature closure to unresolved con
flicts. At a time of normative uncertainties, adolescents 
may maladaptively and all too readily commit to a tattoo 
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for children and teens with complex medical problems. Her writ
ings for a young audience are published on her site (see the entry 
in the reference list). Her writings designed for parents are located 
at: http://funrscfairfteld.edu/�jfleitas/orient.html Dr. Fleitas may 
be contacted at: 203/254-4000, ext. 2707. 
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and its indefinite presence. A wish to hold on to a current 
certainty may lead the adolescent to lay down in ink what 
is valued and cherished one day but may not necessarily 
be in the future. The frequency of self-made tattoos among 
hospitalized, incarcerated, or gang-affiliated youths sug
gests such motivations: A sense of stability may be a par
ticularly dire need under temporary, turbulent, or volatile 
conditions. In addition, through their designs teenagers 
may assert a sense of bonding and allegiance to a group 
larger than themselves. Tattoos may attest to powerful ex
periences, such as adolescence itself, lived and even sur
vived together. As with Moby Dick's protagonist, Ishmael, 
they may bear witness to the "valuable statistics" of one's 
"wild wandering(s)" :  those of adolescent exhilaration and 
excitement on the one hand; of growing pains, shared mis
fortune, or even incarceration on the other. 

Adolescents' bodily decorations, at times radical and dra
matic in their presentation, can be seen in terms of fig-
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uration rather than disfigurement, of the natural body be
ing through them transformed into a personalized body 
(Brain, 1979). They can often be understood as self
constructive and adorning efforts, rather than prematurely 
subsumed as mutilatory and destructive acts. If we bear all 
of this in mind, we may not only arrive at a position to 
pass more reasoned clinical judgment, but become sensi
tized through our patients' skins to another level of their 
internal reality. 
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